
We’re too preoccupied, most of the time, to notice the beauty of grief. It pours out of 
us, in flowers and hymns and memorials and tears, but these are in-the-moment 
reactions; not fully formed, not truly cathartic. There is an onrush of unexpected 
emotions and assumed responsibilities. Relations are suddenly rearranged–and then we 
go on. And the moment is lost or drags on or mellows into the sweet ache of loss, and 
maybe we adapt and maybe we don’t, but it’s something we live with every day for the 
rest of our life. We never step back to appreciate the feeling.
!
This is one of the many achievements of Ann Resnick’s Inconsolable, an exhibition that 
doesn’t so much grapple with mortality as immerse itself in it. In a series of technically 
demanding yet accessible works, she presents different aspects of the experience, from 
the surface sentimentality to the emotional reckoning that occurs only after a loss has 
been fully comprehended. But they are more than impressions or even expressions of 
grief; they seek to resonate, to illuminate, to understand. 
!
A thousand-flower installation entitled “For You” provides a gentle introduction. 
Created by hand with the assistance of numerous friends and the residents of Kidrun 
Bethel, four-layer flowers are cut from magazine photographs, then assembled and 
inserted individually into a wall so that the tiniest breeze will cause them to stir. The 
purpose is dual. Round and generous and colorful, the flowers inject lightness, just as 
they do at a funeral. Combined with photographs of the communal creation of the 
piece, the glossiness of the paper, however, causes the flowers to appear almost as 
stars. This turns the wall from a canvas to a sky, the hallway from a cramped entrance 
space to a universe, from which spills the title of the exhibit—Inconsolable.
!
Two other works extend the sentimental theme. Wistful and sweet, Adieu, Redux and 
Drift are paeans to the departed, those known to us and those not. Zinnias (traditional 
meaning—in memory of an absent friend) cut from newsprint, printed in joyful colors, 
in the former they are released upward into the heavens, while the latter sail away on 
the wind. The effect is to bring us into the realm of the personal, but the works remain 
within the public structures of mourning. 
!



That changes in the three works called Arrangements (III, IV and V). Zinnias again, cut 
from obituaries again, but these works are smaller and less joyous, a muted blue and 
yellow against the beige of old newsprint. Two of them incorporate a negative image, 
which surprises and delights the viewer even as it excoriates him. We will vanish. 
Regardless of how we are mourned or remembered, people, become ghosts–forgotten, 
anonymous. This brutal truth infuses these pieces, even as it resists. But there is no 
resisting, not really–only accommodation. And this the works now do, as, zinnias in the 
work vanish, replaced by sheets of paper burned into silhouettes of funeral bouquets. 
And the focus changes, from outer to inner, from grief to loss, from expression to 
comprehension.
!
“What happens when we die?” is a question everyone asks at some point, only to receive 
the same unsatisfying platitudes. Abstract, speculative, proscriptive–the answers don’t 
prepare you for the eventuality, and when the day comes, offer no real solace, no real 
closure. As we age, and think to insure and ensure, a frightened pragmatism changes 
the question to “What happens when I die?” This seems an improvement, at least we 
can make plans, but only when we ask “What happens when other people die?” as do 
the pieces in the remainder of the exhibition, that anything approaching an actual 
reckoning occurs.
!
There is a sense of fragility from the outset. The flowers drew strength from a central 
core that made grief, though individuated, a common experience, a burden that could 
be shared. Now that shield is removed, and the works, (…) begin to unpack the 
interiority of the experience. Against obituaries cut into small branches, tinted in warm 
colors to ground the work in intimacy, these works overlay burnt-paper silhouettes of 
funeral bouquets. The images are macro, so the standard response cannot occur-– the 
view is from inside the bouquet, with all its tangles and obscurances, suggesting more 
than signifying. Grief at the level of the individual.
!
The media and technique are ideally suited to the task. Paper, unlike pigment, unlike 
metal or stone, is organic. It is (dead) tissue. And starting from a solid sheet, Resnick 
produces the overlay by a process of subtraction, by burning away portions of the 
paper. The edges that result are irregular and crumbling, a fatalism that undermines 



artistic specificity. And though the traditional suggestiveness of zinnia has been 
forgone, the burnings come with their own set of associations. Clouds, and trees 
opening to the sky, but also of decay–dead leaves worn to transparency, broken; pieces 
missing. Not to mention the burnt paper itself. The paper is behind glass but up close 
the sense of acridity remains; the funeral pyre.
!
The layering of the works calls immediately to mind relationships. We think typically of 
loss in terms of a person--mother, sister, lover, but when we think again…it’s the 
relationship. That’s what’s gone, that’s what will never again be engaged, and the 
variation within each element combined with the interaction of the foreground against 
the background, the burned paper against the razored newsprint, causes the view to 
experience the emptiness, the internal chaos. Only briefly, however–step away, to a 
distance of ten or twenty feet, and the pieces become joyful and lyrical again, portraits 
of what was lost before it was lost.
!
The final layer of loss is plumbed by three larger-scale works, September 1, 2, 3 and 4, 
November 1 and November 2. In these works, all external references are removed–there 
are no flower, no branches, no slender leaves–nothing but two layers of burned paper 
stationed in front of a white background. If one looks, one can discern the outlines of 
the funereal bouquet, but the images (or apparitions, if you want to call them that, for 
they are terrifying) are enigmatic and abstract, akin more to biologic structures under a 
microscope than anything familiar.
!
With nothing to distract, the relation between the two layers is the work. There is 
nowhere else to look. One brain laid against another–one life, its tender corruption, laid 
against another; different, complementary. And the life that will result, the wounds that 
suddenly appear and cannot heal, when the two are dis-joined. It’s this intricate 
interrelation, more than anything else,  that is lost when others die.
!
The work is more than a schematic, however. The layers work together, but also 
separately. The empty spaces in each layer bring to mind the mind as it ages, the holes 
that develop, the dead memories, the gaps. I am being lost. There’s a poignancy, but it 
is oftentimes overwhelmed by the splendor of the cuttings, long, thin tendrils that are 



burned into existence, and because of that burning rendered infinitely fragile. They 
break sometimes, inevitably–it was too much to attempt, too great a risk–but the shards 
are left in anyway, and the piece turns back tender. Loss.
!
But also fascination. It’s amazing, really, the contents of a life, the richness of it, how 
much there is to be lost. As one tours the exhibit, you circle around, multiple times, but 
always end up in the same spot–a place where all three works can be seen at the same 
time. The head swivels between them, letting each speak in turn, letting the 
impressions sift . They are fathoming their existence, almost like living things. You 
enter a relationship with the works, an open-ended conversation to be picked up again 
and again, and you feel a crushing sadness but at the same time an exhilaration, 
obviating the need for consolation. 


